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Q1. What is compiler?

Q2. What are different types of compiler?

Q3. What is cross compiler?

Q4. List and explain different phases of compiler.

Q5. What is role of lexical analyzer?

Q6. What is structure of lex specification file?

Q7. How to compile lex program?

Q8. What is use of following w.r.t LEX and YACC
       a) yylex()   d) lex.yy.c
       b) yyparse()             e) yy.tab.c
       c) yyleng                  f) yy.tab.h
       d) yytext                   g) yyerror()

Q9. What are diffrent types of parsers?

Q10. What is top down parser?

Q11. What is bottom up parser?

Q12. List different top down and bottom up parsers.

Q13. Differentiate between top down and bottom up parser.

Q14. How to calculate FIRST() and FOLLOW()?

Q15. Why to calculate FIRST() and FOLLOW()?



Q16. What is role of parser?

Q17. What is Regular Expression? How lexical analyzer uses RE?

Q18. Define grammar/CFG? How parser uses CFG? Give any simple example.

Q19. What is left recursion, left factoring in the grammar?

Q20. What are the ways to represent intermediate code?

Q21. Which is the better parser & why?

Q22. What is role of DAG?

Q23. What is syntax directed translation?

Q24. What is shift-reduce and reduce-reduce conflict?

Q25. What is code optimization?

Q26. What is peephole code optimization?

Q27. Define code genearation?

Q28. What are different algorithms to generate code.

Q29.  What  is  the  differece  between  DFA,NFA,RE,Grammar,  PDA,Post
Machine and Turing Machine? State which machine is suitable at  particular
situations.

Q30.  Which  code  optimization  technique  you  have  used  in  the  code
optimization assignment?

Q31. What is ambiguous grammar? How to remove ambiguity from grammar?

Q32. What is role of transition function? How it is represented with transition
table and transition diagram? Have you used it in CL-I assignment any where
and if yes how?


